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 I t might seem strange to a lot of people to spend so 

much time and energy — and so many pages —  on the 

subject of marijuana, which is after all only an innocuous 

naturally-occurring weed that people smoke to get high. 

But what’s even stranger is that an increasingly frighten-

ing number of people are being ordered to spend inconsid-

erable amounts of time (9½ to 10 years in my case) in 

penitentiaries and prisons simply for smoking this weed 

in America these days. People who do smoke marijuana 

are probably pretty much aware of the things I want to 

say in this article, but for those who can’t understand 

what all the commotion is about, maybe my remarks will 

be helpful. 

 It just doesn’t seem to make any sense to have so 

many people smoking and praising this weird little weed 

marijuana, and it makes even less sense to see these peo-

ple attacked so viciously by the purveyors of “law and or-

der.” But once some basic facts concerning marijuana use 

and marijuana repression are established, it seems to me 

that the whole issue will become much clearer, and that 

we can finally move to rectify the situation which is now 

so confusing. 

 There are two essential questions I want to deal with: 

(1) What are the intrinsic properties of marijuana, that 

is, what are its effects on the bodies and the minds of its 

users? And (2), what are the social properties of marijua-

na, that is, what effect does its use have upon its users as 

social beings in America now, and why is there so much 

opposition from the state to its use by young people? The-

se two questions can be distinguished one from the other 

for the purposes of this discussion, but my assertion is 

and will be that they cannot be separated from one an-

other in actual practice — for people do everything they do 

in the world as social beings, and whatever they do has 

its causes in the social circumstances in which they find 

themselves just as it has its effects in the same arena. 

Which is only to say, everything is everything, and noth-

ing can be separated from its context in the world, if you 
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can relate to that. 

 The intrinsic properties of marijuana are probably 

best described in the simple statement, it gets you high.  

Marijuana, or weed, or grass, or reefer, or whatever you 

want to call it, gets people high, and they love it for that.  

They love it because it makes them feel good, like no oth-

er substance known to man, and in doing this it has no 

adverse effects whatsoever: it causes no hangovers, it 

doesn’t deaden (but rather it heightens) the senses, it is 

not toxic or poisonous, it is not addictive in any physical 

term, it’s easily ingested, easily and quickly assimilated 

into the bloodstream, easily and quickly taken in by the 

brain and transformed into a euphoric force which quick-

ly informs the whole body of the smoker. In fact, the only 

thing wrong with it is that its effects don’t last long 

enough — every few hours you have to recharge yourself 

with a few more tokes on that good weed, in order to 

maintain that nice high. 

 And one of the best features of this high is the in-

creased sensual perception marijuana brings — it makes 

you more aware of your body, of the workings of your 

mind, of the immediate environment in which you find 

yourself. It sharpens your sense of taste, of smell, of 

touch, of hearing, of sight, and that sixth sense as well, 

the sense of totality of feeling, of being a whole organism 

alive on the planet and in touch with what’s going on 

around you. It makes you feel more natural, like you’re 

really an animal walking around on Earth and not simp-

ly some abstraction to be taken into account by govern-

ments and computers and salesmen and employers and 

income tax collectors who lock on you as a cog in their 

machine. 

 But you see how quickly we pass from the intrinsic, or 

personal, into the social, and that’s only right too, be-

cause like I said we can’t possibly separate the one from 

the other as long as we are living in the world and not in 

our heads. 

 The point is that people who smoke marijuana don’t 
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get high in a vacuum — in fact, the overwhelmingly signif-

icant fact about marijuana in the West (where we are) is 

that people are getting high in the middle of a heavy anti

-euphoric culture, and that its effect as a dynamic eupho-

riant immediately puts its users  in a position of conflict 

with the dominant culture. 

 In the first place, as I suggested just now, we live in a 

social order, or under a social order which is essentially 

anti-euphoric, and although this social order is rapidly 

becoming obsolete (due to a fundamental change in the 

economic and technological underpinnings of its culture), 

the people who control this social order are definitely 

from the old school, the control school, and they are des-

perately trying to maintain their control the only way 

they know how. They are the dinosaurs of the machine 

age, they believe firmly in the absolute  virtues, of compe-

tition, consumption, control, and closed consciousness, 

and their idea of having a good time boils down to getting 

drunk, playing golf, watching Bob Hope or Ed Sullivan or 

Spiro P. Agnew on TV, going to a football game, making 

money, buying a big new car, going to the beauty parlor 

for a new hairdo, mixing it up at a cocktail party, and 

maybe going on a vacation trip and staying in Howard 

Johnson motels on the way.             

 But they aren’t like that by accident — all culture de-

velops as a function of the operative economic and tech-

nological factors in a particular time and place, and the 

control culture of present-day America has been created 

by the demands of the capitalist economic system and the 

industrial technology which it has developed to serve its  

needs. The machine age demands a very serious attitude 

from the people who are caught up in it, it demands sub-

servience to the machine itself and to the “owners” who 

control the machine, it demands allegiance to the concept 

of efficiency and control, and it severely limits the range 

of possibilities for life and consciousness among its peo-

ple. Workers in the industrial age, and especially those 

industrial workers who labor within a capitalist system 
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which is constructed to bring maximum profits to an 

ownership minority, are kept chained to their machines 

and desks by the relentless drive for more efficiency and 

more profits for the owners, and their life away from “the 

job” is almost wholly given over to various forms of es-

cape from the work-a-day world. Their culture is an es-

capist culture which is most precisely characterized by 

their use of alcohol and their intense interest in various 

types of “games”.  When they are away from the factory 

or the office or the store, the workers (a term which I will 

insist includes not only assembly-line laborers but also 

clerks, managers, service suppliers, bureaucrats, secre-

taries, and all those who contribute to the success of in-

dustry while having no effective share in the means of 

production or the products of their labor) are interested 

in little but escaping from that world of work, in deaden-

ing their senses and decreasing their awareness of social 

realities so they can stand their situation better when 

they return to the job. 

 Now I know that these are widely sweeping state-

ments and of course they don’t hold true for all workers, 

or all the people who participate in the dominant culture 

in this country, but when we talk about cultures we are 

by definition talking about general developments with 

innumerable specific deviations from the norm. And I 

don’t think it’s any kind of exaggeration to say that the 

dominant culture is an escapist culture, and understand-

ably so — the controlling forces have fostered a schizo-

phrenic situation wherein the “common man” is kept en-

slaved in the industrial-productive system for the best 

part of his time, and propelled into escapism when he’s 

off the job so as to “compensate” for the privations and 

humiliations he suffers “at work”.  The industrial system 

depends for its survival on deadening the senses of its 

human components both on and off the job — for if the 

workers were to expand their sensual awareness (that is 

to say, their consciousness) they would realize the unjust-

ness of their situation and they would refuse to contrib-
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ute any further to their own enslavement. 

 So one of the major functions of the state in a capital-

ist industrial system is to keep the people firmly in line, 

and capitalist culture reinforces the power of the state to 

the extent that it instills in the citizens the values and 

tenets of the ownership class and gives the people the il-

lusion that they have an effective stake in the survival of 

that system. Without this feeling of meaningful participa-

tion in the system, the people who live under that system 

would have little interest in seeing the capitalist system 

perpetuate itself. But with such a feeling the people will 

make concessions and sacrifices and go along with what-

ever’s offered them simply because they are given to feel 

that there are no alternatives, no possibilities for life out-

side such a system. 

 Marijuana makes people aware of alternatives to the 

machine life of American industrialism — it demonstrates 

in a very specific term that there are other and more ex-

citing possibilities for life in this day and age than whis-

key and football games and ulcers and a lifetime on the 

assembly line or  in the office, and it makes people won-

der why this old-time shit is still going on. Instead of 

deadening people’s consciousness, marijuana brings peo-

ple back to life and expands their awareness of the world 

and their own possibilities for life in that world, and it 

leads them to questions that otherwise wouldn’t have 

been asked: why are we at war in Indochina? Why is rac-

ism so rampant in every area of American life? Why can’t 

people love each other? Why are our politicians and busi-

nessmen and generals such liars and hypocrites? Why is 

everything so fucked up? 

 The answers to these questions are beyond the scope 

of this essay, but that isn’t the point here anyway. My 

point is that more and more young people are being led, 

and I will say definitely being led by their use of marijua-

na and other psychedelic agents, to ask these questions, 

and to seek out the answers for themselves. I’ve seen this 

happen in myself, and for the past five or six years I’ve 
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seen it work all around the country, and I will insist that 

the tremendous increase and spread of marijuana use 

has had a direct and definite effect on this process, an 

effect which has led to the subsequent (I would say conse-

quent) increase in marijuana repression by the estab-

lished state. 

 Now I’m getting back to where I started from, but be-

fore I go on  I should elaborate on the social and economic 

conditions in the West today, so we can see the whole 

context in which this increase in marijuana use (and in 

marijuana repression) is taking place. We (that is, hu-

manity) now have the possibility, for the first time since 

the Paleolithic, of living in a society based on material 

abundance, a world in which people’s productive, social 

and cultural life will not be determined by conditions of 

material scarcity. Mankind was born into abundance for 

millennia, and human culture — tribal, audile-tactile, 

communal — grew up in (and out of) this economic condi-

tion, being transformed into its opposite — fragmented, 

visual-linear, individualistic — when the pre-scarcity eco-

nomic condition was transformed by an ever-increasing 

population into a condition of scarcity. This transfor-

mation took place first in the West, where the material 

(physical-geographical) conditions were the poorest, and 

as scarcity conditions replaced pre-scarcity conditions a 

Western culture based in scarcity consciousness grew up 

and eventually replaced the pre-scarcity culture. This 

scarcity culture and the necessities of scarcity economics 

produced what we know as agricultural, then trade, then 

imperial, then feudalist, then mercantilist, then industri-

al, and now cybernetic technology and culture, being de-

termined at each stage of development by the economic 

conditions which obtained in the West.  

 My point is that now, with the advent of cybernetic 

technology, we are equipped to end scarcity and move on 

into the future, which will be a period of post-scarcity 

abundance, re-tribalization (through electronic technolo-

gy and the new post-scarcity economics), and a world-
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wide communalism based on common wealth and com-

mon access to the abundance made possible by the new 

technology. This is our destiny as a people, and the only 

thing that’s holding us back from it now is the continuing 

domination of the capitalist ownership class over the 

means of production, i.e. the cybernetic technology, and 

their determination to use this technology only in the im-

mediate interests of profit and control. Their position is 

understandable — their lives and their desires have been 

shaped by scarcity conditions and they don’t understand 

the implications of the technology they’ve created in fur-

thering their class interests — but they must be implaca-

bly opposed until they are removed from the seat of pow-

er so that humanity can progress as it’s supposed to. 

 Marijuana, taken within this overall context, pre-

pares people for the future. Its use within this social con-

text promotes communalism, sharing, ego-loss, increased 

sensitivity to the needs of other people, creativeness, 

heightened awareness of natural possibilities, and other 

related character traits which will prepare people to live 

in the age of post-scarcity abundance. The young people 

who are smoking marijuana and getting high in the West 

right now are ready to step into the new world, they have 

evolved in a very short time a new-world consciousness 

and a new-world culture, they are natives of the new 

world even as it is just being born, and if the change were 

to come tomorrow they would be the first full citizens of 

the future, fully at home in the age of abundance. 

 But since they exist in the old world and carry on 

their activity within the context of the old world, their 

use of marijuana puts them in conflict with the control 

elements of the old order and makes them see the abso-

lute necessity of rejecting and abolishing the scarcity sys-

tem and culture and of replacing them with a whole new 

system, a post-scarcity, post-Western social system based 

on the free exchange of energy and materials and com-

plete self-determination for all peoples. 

 The post-Western young people who smoke weed and 
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stay high are painfully aware of the inadequacies of the 

old order to begin with, i.e. even before they start getting 

high  —  electronic technology has played a large role in 

developing that modern awareness — and when they start 

smoking marijuana within the confines of the dominant 

culture their awareness of the contradictions inherent in 

the dying system is incredibly heightened. They get so 

high that they don’t want to put up with those contradic-

tions any longer, and they learn that in order to stay high 

— and in order for all people to get turned on like they 

are, which is one of their primary goals — the old order, 

the anti-euphoric order of the machine age, has to be 

completely and irreversibly abolished, done away with, so 

that people can be free to follow their natural destinies. 

 “The history of mankind is one of continuous develop-

ment from the realm of necessity to the realm of free-

dom” (Mao Tse-tung said that), and it’s hard to hold peo-

ple back when the economic necessity for being held back 

is no longer operable. In America today — throughout the 

world — the move is for more freedom, starting in the eco-

nomic realm as everything does and moving through the 

political and cultural superstructures which are shaped 

by and which reflect that economic base. The Revolution 

which is total and ongoing is about freedom for all people 

to develop themselves and their cultural and economic 

activity to their highest possible levels, and it is being 

carried out against the forces of capitalist control which 

insist that only the privileged people of Earth, the people 

of their choosing, are entitled to their freedom. 

 Let me try to get back again to where I left off some 

time back. I don’t want to make marijuana seem to be a 

powerful revolutionary weapon, because in and of itself 

it’s only a relatively harmless little old weed. But I’ll re-

peat (and this is so important to me that I’ll probably re-

peat it a few more times before I get done with this) that 

marijuana (nor anything else, for that matter) cannot be 

taken by itself, that it must be examined within the con-

text in which it is used, and that it is this context of 
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Western industrial society which gives marijuana its so-

cial utility and its important role in the world revolution 

now on tracks. Marijuana is not much of a force of any 

kind in the “under-developed” world, except for its use as 

a religious sacrament, simply because people in these ar-

eas have a lot more basic things on their minds — they are 

still primarily concerned with feeding and clothing them-

selves, housing and educating themselves, with defend-

ing themselves from imperialist armies and colonialist 

exploiters, and they don’t have much time available for 

getting high and enjoying the fruits of abundance as the 

young people of the West have. 

 But it is the West we’re concerned with here, because 

that’s where we are and that’s where this book will be 

published and read. And it’s in the West that marijuana 

is an issue, simply because so many Westerners (or post-

western young people) are not only smoking weed and 

feeling its effects but are also being mercilessly and vi-

ciously prosecuted by the forces of the capitalist state. 

Thus the act of smoking marijuana and getting high is in 

the West a political act, if only because it carries heavy 

political consequences, but also (as I’ve tried to say 

above) because it has definite economic and cultural ef-

fects within the context of Western culture. 

 George Orwell made this point very effectively in his 

book 1984, describing the illicit coupling of Winston 

Smith and a young sister who worked with him in the 

Ingsee bureaucracy: “You could not have pure love or 

pure lust nowadays. No emotion was pure, because every-

thing was mixed up with fear and hatred. Their embrace 

had been a battle, the climax a victory. It was a blow 

struck against the Party. It was a political act.” Not in 

itself, that is, but because it took place, as everything 

takes place, in a political context (just as marijuana use 

now takes place in a political context in the West), and 

because the state had set itself up as against the sponta-

neity and freedom inherent in the act of love. If the state 

makes fucking illegal, then fucking is a political act, an 
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act of insurrection, “a blow struck against the party.” 

 But this is all just descriptive so far. What we want to 

find out is how is marijuana use a political act, and what 

are its political effects? Intrinsically, marijuana has revo-

lutionary potential in a control-and-profit-oriented social 

order because it breaks down control at the individual 

level, it breaks down the artificial barriers which have 

been erected inside people’s heads so as to keep them in 

line, it destroys the Western concepts of time and space 

which have been developed as a function of industrialism 

and imperialism. Marijuana puts you in touch with your 

senses, and your reawakened senses will put you in touch 

with the natural world, that is, the world outside the lim-

its of the factories and offices and schools and peniten-

tiaries of the machine society of the West. These are some 

of the primary intrinsic effects of marijuana use in Amer-

ica today, and its social effect is precisely parallel to its 

intrinsic effect. That is to say, where marijuana puts peo-

ple in a position of conflict with the dominant culture by 

heightening their sensitivity and rendering them incapa-

ble of living and working unprotestingly in the death cul-

ture, so does it place marijuana smokers in a conflict re-

lationship with the forces of established order which exist 

primarily to maintain the death culture by eliminating 

from active society all subversive elements, that is, peo-

ple who reject and rebel against the basic assumptions of 

scarcity capitalist society. Young people who would not 

otherwise come to see themselves as being seriously in 

conflict with the established order are steadily being po-

liticized and radicalized by the “legal” apparatus of the 

capitalist state simply because they persist in smoking 

marijuana and trying to stay high — even though most of 

them originally wanted to have nothing to do with 

“politics” at all. 

 Smoking marijuana in a society which has declared 

marijuana illegal makes you a criminal, subject in many 

states and also federally to imprisonment as a felon, and 

everyone who smokes marijuana under the present sys-
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tem is (or quickly becomes) aware of the dire consequenc-

es of this innocent act. Even if you aren’t ever arrested, 

jailed, tried or imprisoned, you still live under constant 

fear of being busted by the ubiquitous narcotics police, 

you are subject to having your phone tapped, your person 

and possessions (starting with your home) pawed over 

and ripped apart by these goons and their uniformed ac-

complices, your privacy subject to violation by the police 

at any moment of the night or day. And if you do fall into 

the clutches of the police and their associates in the pros-

ecutor’s office and judicial chambers and jails and peni-

tentiaries, you are thrown into a world you would never 

have thought could exist in the kind of country you’d al-

ways thought America was. For the courts and the jails 

are the carefully-disguised cesspools of American society 

— only those who are branded as criminals ever find out 

how hopelessly vile and perverted these institutions are. 

And in the past few years thousands and thousands of 

young people who would otherwise have gone through 

their lives as my parents did, believing in the garbage 

and lies dished out by the “legal” authorities about their 

wonderful justice and their noble penal institutions (they 

call them “correctional facilities”), are being exposed to 

the grim realities of American life by virtue of their use of 

the killer weed marijuana. 

 This has had a tremendous radicalizing effect on 

American youth, and where SDS and the anti-war move-

ment and other overtly political forces have been unable 

to convert the youth masses to a revolutionary point of 

view and a new political awareness, the police and courts 

through their persecution of marijuana smokers have 

succeeded. For once you are treated like a criminal you 

start to develop what we call “outlaw consciousness” — 

you realize that somehow you have become an enemy of 

the state, and as you get high you start to think about the 

nature of the state that considers this wonderfully eu-

phoric and benevolent act a crime. 

 You start asking the questions we were talking about 
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a few pages back, and you start coming up with some an-

swers — answers which force you to reconsider your whole 

approach to living and which make you realize finally 

that (as one of our slogans goes), “If you wanna get high 

you’re gonna have to fight.” And you begin to see just 

what it is you’re fighting against, and what has to be 

done about it — you see that the whole repressive political 

and economic and cultural machinery of the capitalist 

state must be dismantled and thrown onto the junkheap 

of history. And then you smoke some more weed, and you 

start to get down. 

 Let me give you an example from my own experience, 

or I should say the example of my own experience, as a 

case very much in point. When I first started smoking 

marijuana, in 1961, I was still in college, trying to come 

to some sort of accommodation with the system. I was 

more or less aware that things weren’t what they were 

supposed to be in America, but I felt essentially that it 

was just the fault of a few elected officials or Ed Sullivan 

or something, I didn’t know what and didn’t much care as 

long as I could go along my own way and do what I want-

ed to do, which was listen to music and get high and read 

and write poetry and just have a good time. Marijuana fit 

right into this life I had already created for myself, and it 

made things even groovier. 

 But the more weed I smoked the less I was able to 

stomach the stupidities and the daily irrelevancies of the 

so-called educational system I was caught up in, and I 

grew gradually farther and farther away from the ma-

chine world it proposed. 

 Going to class wiped out on weed really makes you 

realize how ridiculous the whole Western system of 

“education” really is, how little it has to do with learning 

anything of value, and how destructive of native intelli-

gence, curiosity and creativity it is. After a few months of 

this contradictory strain I dropped out of school for al-

most a year to immerse myself in Black ghetto life, which 

I approached from a stupid romantic beatnik viewpoint 
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which held that there was where people really lived and 

fulfilled themselves. It wasn’t like that though, and it 

didn’t take me long to find out how fucked up America 

really is at its core, how pervasive and evil racism and 

industrial exploitation are in this country. 

 Some street brothers from that scene talked me into 

going back to school because my parents would pay for it 

and I wouldn’t have to scuffle as hard as they (my street 

brothers) had to. So I re-enrolled in college, took a B.A. in 

American Literature and went on to Detroit to the Wayne 

State University Graduate School in English, where I at-

tended classes until my government loan ran out. By that 

time I had lost all interest in ever becoming a functioning 

member of American society — all I wanted to do was drop 

out of that mess and try to make some kind of alternative 

life possibility for myself and the people I lived with.  

 In the summer of 1964 a group of us got together over 

a whole lot of joints and smoked up a fantasy life that we 

immediately started to actualize. We formed an organiza-

tion called the Artists’ Workshop, rented a house with a 

big living room right in the middle of Detroit, and started 

putting on our own free music concerts, poetry readings, 

and exhibits of painting and photography. Music and ma-

rijuana held us together, inspired us and provided the 

impetus for everything we did. We started renting houses 

and came to control six full two-story houses and two 

storefronts all on the same block, which we managed col-

lectively as the Artists’ Workshop Cooperative Housing 

Project. In the storefronts we had a workshop for our con-

certs, meetings, and for a short-lived venture called the 

Free University of Detroit, which was supposed to be an 

alternative to the established university system. We also 

had a printing press and silk-screen equipment with  

which we printed our own books and posters and pam-

phlets. 

 But this operation was short-lived because just after 

we opened our Free University I was sentenced to do six 

months in the Detroit House of Correction for getting 
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high. The actual crime was “possession of marijuana,” 

reduced from the greater crime of “sales of marijuana” by 

virtue of my guilty plea to what they called “the lesser 

offense.”  When I had first moved to Detroit in the spring 

of 1964 I found that there were scores of people in the 

university neighborhood who smoked marijuana regular-

ly, but that there was really no one with a regular source 

of supply, and I began to arrange to supply the communi-

ty with weed through friends of mine in the Black ghetto 

who did have steady connections for the sacrament.  

 I kept and sold enough grass to keep my friends and 

neighbors (and myself) high all the time, and one day in 

the fall of 1964 I sold two matchboxes of marijuana to the 

“friend of a friend” who turned out to be an undercover 

narcotics agent. 

 I retained a shady lawyer through another friend who 

had “connections” through his uncle, a bondsman, and 

this lawyer arranged with the prosecutor and the judge 

in charge of my case for me to plead guilty to a reduced 

charge of possession (as is usually done in these cases). I 

paid the lawyer $150, the court $250, and was placed on 

two years’ probation and sent back to my neighborhood 

with a “stern  warning,” as they say in the newspapers. I 

was cynically advised by narcotics bureau detectives to 

switch to scotch in the future and stay out of trouble, but 

I knew that that was just as phony as the transparently 

phony court routine I was shunted through by my “fixer” 

lawyer, and I just went back to what I had been doing 

before I got popped, which was organizing the Workshop 

and trying to help organize my community. 

 This was in the winter of 1964. Ten months later, on 

August 16, 1965, I was arrested by the narcotics police 

for the second time, this time for letting a disguised un-

dercover narcotics agent talk me into letting him drive 

me across town to score an ounce of marijuana from a 

friend of mine who was dealing weed for a living. He had 

followed me around for three weeks begging me to sell 

him some, give him some, lead him to some reefer, and I 
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finally decided that the best way to get rid of him (short 

of knocking him on the head) would be to get him some 

worthless marijuana so he’d go away and never bother 

me again. I knew my friend across town had just been 

burned on a few pounds of bogus weed and I thought this 

way I could help him recover a little piece of his losses 

and get rid of this creep at the same time. 

 The only problem was that this creep was a narcotics 

detective in drag, and as soon as he dropped me back off 

at my commune his gang of thugs knocked my door down 

and dragged our whole household off to jail, charging me 

with “sales and possession” again. 

 By this time I was thoroughly pissed off at the narcot-

ics police and their whole set-up, and I determined that 

this time we weren’t going to take it lying down. I could-

n’t understand why they were spending so much time try-

ing to bust me, and the whole thing really made me think 

about the significance of the work we were doing in the 

neighborhood. We had been operating under the assump-

tion that we weren’t doing anything that hadn’t been held 

up to us as desirable by the dominant social order — we 

were managing our own affairs, we weren’t bothering an-

ybody, we tried to stay out of the way and just make our 

life for ourselves. The only “illegal” thing we did was to 

smoke marijuana, and by this time we came to feel that 

we were taking a disproportionate share of the heat that 

was starting to come down on weed-heads everywhere 

 All we had wanted to do was drop out of the main-

stream of American life (which my wife described at that 

time as “a perpetual sewer”), just as new generations of 

Americans had been doing ever since Europeans settled 

this land, and live out our fantasies of a different kind of 

social order from that of our parents, fantasies which 

were directly inspired by the weed we smoked and the 

music and writing and art we lived with and made. We 

didn’t want to have anything to do with the straight, 

“normal” world at all — we didn’t like what straight people 

were doing to each other and to the rest of the people on 
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the planet (as well as to the planet itself), but we figured 

if we left them alone they’d leave us alone, and we could 

reach and maintain a sort of détente which would let 

straight people destroy themselves while we concentrated 

on making our fantasies real and building up an alterna-

tive social order in the process. 

 Yet here was this new factor—the outside world 

couldn’t stand to let us alone. The police and the people 

who give them their orders evidently figured that we 

were doing something altogether wrong and that we had 

to be stopped before we attracted any more converts from 

their university campuses and their suburban living 

rooms.  

 We weren’t doing anything illegal except getting high 

every day, and we didn’t make a big thing of that, but 

that single issue served as the excuse for the power struc-

ture to send its dogs down on us, to shut us up by terrify-

ing us before we could do any more harm to its sense of 

order. We were too naive to see it like that at the time — 

we thought it was just a personal vendetta being carried 

out by the narcotics squad goons — but, objectively, that’s 

what was happening, although it took us some time to get 

hip to it. 

 When we were arrested that time, in August of 1965, 

the bust made the headlines in the Detroit dailies: WSU 

Dope Pushers Arrested in Campus Dope Raid! The stories 

under these headlines had nothing at all to do with the 

facts of the matter — after all, I had been entrapped into 

letting an undercover agent drive me across town to pro-

cure one ounce of marijuana for him from an established 

dealer — and this development really started us to think-

ing that there must be some kind of conspiratorial plot 

behind the actions of the police and the papers. 

 We couldn’t understand it, but we knew that if it was 

going to be this way our course of action was clear — we 

had to strike back and try to expose the lies and slanders 

of the police and the newspapers, if only to protect our-

selves from further raids and arrests. 
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 The first thing I did (thinking it was all based on le-

galistic grounds) was to stop smoking weed — I refused to 

have anything to do with marijuana from the day of my 

arrest to the day I was sent to DeHoCo six months later — 

so they  wouldn’t be able to bust me on that again. Then I 

started looking for a lawyer who would defend me on the 

grounds that I had been entrapped into the criminal 

transaction, and that the Michigan marijuana laws were 

unconstitutional and void. I paid a lawyer who had been 

recommended to me an incredible sum of money on the 

assumption that he would prepare the necessary docu-

ments and fight my case for me, and, satisfied that every-

thing would be taken care of, I went back to the neighbor-

hood and increased my work there, trying to get our 

thing together enough so we wouldn’t be so vulnerable to 

any more assaults like that in the future. 

 Well, two weeks before the scheduled trial date the 

lawyer called me up and told me that we wouldn’t be able 

to fight the case; the judge had ruled that “entrapment 

was no defense” and there was no chance that we could 

win it on the constitutional issues. I still wanted to bring 

these issues out in a trial but the lawyer refused, saying 

that we had no chance of winning and that he didn’t  

want to be responsible for my going to prison for 20 years 

to life (that’s the penalty for sales of marijuana in the 

state of Michigan to this day). He promised me that he 

had fixed things up with the prosecutor, and that all I’d 

get was some more probation and another fine. Evidently 

he had some “connections” in the judiciary and in the 

prosecutor’s stable, and he told me that this was the only 

way to do it. 

 I took his phony advice and pled guilty to the reduced 

charge of possession (they drop the one when you plead 

guilty to the other — that’s euphemistically known as 

“plea bargaining” in the law journals, “copping a plea” on 

the street), but when I went up before an old senile half-

drunk judge for sentencing he “gave” me six months in 

the House of Corrections as a start on my three years’ 
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probation.  

 I was enraged — not so much at the judge and his 

well-paid accomplice as at my own stupidity in trusting a 

creep like this fine liberal lawyer I had retained. I had 

known from my previous experience how crooked the 

whole “legal” scene was before I got involved in this deal, 

and I felt that it was my own fault for going against my 

principles and accepting the phony deal in the first place.  

I did the six months and hated every minute of it, cursing 

myself for my stupidity and the state for its viciousness 

in perpetrating such atrocious laws and institutions on 

the people. 

 I still wasn’t thoroughly politicized, though; I felt 

even more strongly than before that the only solution to 

this shit was to drop even farther out of the mainstream 

and to get our alternative scene together so that we 

would be invulnerable to further attacks on us. I still 

thought it was some kind of mistake, that there was no 

reason behind our persecution, and that if we stayed out 

of the way of the police they would stop bothering us. We 

couldn’t possibly be a threat to their order, strong as we 

thought it was, and it must just be a matter of somebody 

making a vicious mistake. 

 When I got out of jail after doing the six months I 

found that a huge change had taken place in America — 

this was August of 1966, the start of the tremendous hip-

pie explosion — and it took me some time to get used to 

what was going on. In February, when I was locked up, 

our scene was small and relatively closed — there were 

pockets of beatniks in cities across the country, enclaves 

which were peopled by a sort of intellectual-artistic elite 

who had no thought of becoming any kind of mass phe-

nomenon. I had walked out of the House of Correction 

thinking that the best thing people like ourselves could 

do would be to quit dropping acid, because that activity 

just kept getting us in trouble with the law and it took 

time and energy and attention away from the real con-

structive work we were doing — our music, our art and 
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artifacts — which were the important thing that had to be 

continued. I felt at the time that we should protect our-

selves and our culture even if it meant giving up our sac-

raments, because we were going to save the world with 

this shit and we couldn’t afford to be slowed down any 

longer by the petty police-state mentality of the estab-

lished state. 

 So I came out of DeHoCo issuing statements that all 

heads should stop smoking marijuana and start working 

for a change in the marijuana laws, because we were just 

going to get arrested all the time if we kept on breaking 

the law like that and giving the police an excuse to round 

us up and get us off the streets and into their jails. Then 

I looked around and saw that all of a sudden there were 

hundreds and even thousands of teenagers and young 

people of all ages smoking weed, dropping acid, letting 

their hair grow long, and listening and dancing to the 

strange new rock and roll music that filled the air. This 

blew my mind completely — I had thought that there 

weren’t many of us in the whole country, and now there 

were freeks and dope-fiends everywhere, and I had to 

check this whole thing out before I made any more stupid 

statements. So I started smoking a lot of weed and taking 

a lot of LSD so I could put together in my head what was 

happening around me. 

 It appeared that all the fears of the straight world 

and their police were being realized — it looked like the 

whole social order was falling apart, and there was noth-

ing they could do about it. What we had been doing se-

cretly and even furtively, hidden away in the dirtiest 

parts of the nation’s cities, these new “hippies” were do-

ing out in the open, and they didn’t even care who knew 

it. They had about as much respect for the dying order as 

we did — that is to say, none at all — and they still lived 

right in the middle of it, in their parents’ plastic homes, 

going to high school every day, surrounded by the incredi-

ble ruins of the American landscape. Their rebellion was 

anything but ideological — it came from their guts, and it 
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was manifest in their clothing, their hair, their music, 

and all the weed they were smoking in an attempt to get 

high and stay high. They didn’t want to have anything to 

do with the future their parents had so carefully mapped 

out for them, they didn’t know where they were going but 

they were headed there just the same, and it was obvious 

to everyone concerned that they couldn’t be stopped. The 

law, the police, the courts, all the instruments of suppres-

sion thrown up by the state had no meaning to them — 

they were high and they were getting higher, they were 

out of control and getting farther out every day, and the 

killer weed marijuana had everything to do with their 

rebellion. 

 I stepped out of jail into the middle of this new devel-

opment, and the existence of all these mutants and freeks 

made me think real hard about what we were doing and 

the effects of our work. We had obviously started some-

thing that was bigger than we ever thought possible, 

what was happening was certainly out of our control, and 

it was truly amazing to watch this new American flower 

unfold before our eyes. We had never even considered the 

possibility of being involved in a mass phenomenon, yet 

the seeds we had sown in the dirty soil of America’s cities 

were bringing forth a monstrous harvest that was 

spreading all over the Western world — and it was obvi-

ous that the seed was a marijuana seed! People who had 

been smoking dope and getting high in apartments and 

communes had picked up guitars and amplifiers and 

drums and microphones and were now making records 

that were blasting back at everyone over the radio sta-

tions of America and Europe, and masses of young people 

were digging these records and the message that went 

into them — the message that everyone should just 

smoke some grass, get high and have a good time. 

 For the new post-Beatles rock and roll music, and es-

pecially the new American rock and roll which rose up 

out of the streets and parks of San Francisco in 1966, is 

above all else, dope music, and everyone who listened and 
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danced to it got the message. Turn on, tune in, drop out — 

hey people smile on your brother, everybody get together 

and love one another right now! 

 Marijuana took rock and roll into the future, and rock 

and roll took marijuana to the masses so they could climb 

into the future too, and nobody’s been the same since. 

The weed shaped the music and the music shaped the 

people who came in contact with it, and the people have 

gone forth to reshape the world in the image of the free-

dom they know and love. But they ran into a problem 

that hadn’t been anticipated — the people and the social 

order they wanted to change didn’t want to be changed, 

didn’t want to change itself, was determined to stay the 

same no matter what — and this realization has had an 

incredible effect on the innocence of American youth. 

 It was something we couldn’t understand — in our na-

iveté we thought that things were fucked up because the 

people in control just didn’t know any better, and now 

that we knew there was an alternative to the death cul-

ture we were going to turn them on and end all the prob-

lems of the world. Why, it was just honorable men mak-

ing an honorable mistake, and once they get turned on to 

the possibilities for change we know about, everything 

will be all right. That’s what we thought, and that’s when 

we ran into the juggernaut, and that’s when we started to 

wake up. 

 To say that we were unprepared for the resistance we 

encountered from the police and their backers would be a 

serious understatement — we literally felt that we were 

doing the whole society a favor by letting them in on 

what we were doing, and we couldn’t understand it when 

they turned on us and tried to stomp us out. The joints 

we held out to the people were snatched out of our hands 

by the narcotics police and used as evidence to send us to 

prison. When we started speaking out against the war in 

the streets, thinking it was all just a mistake, we got 

clubbed down, beaten and arrested for “disturbing the 

peace” and “resisting arrest.” When we tried to tell people 
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what we were doing and what we wanted to do in the 

pages of our maniac newspapers we were busted for 

“obscenity” and our printers threatened by the FBI and 

the local Gestapo. When we went to Chicago to demon-

strate the existence of our alternative culture by playing 

free music, passing around free food, printing free news-

papers, and carrying on freely in the parks, we were as-

saulted by the massive force of the Chicago police, Illinois 

National Guard and federal army troops, beaten, clubbed, 

gassed, vilified in the press, chased out of town and 

across the country and into the courts by the self-

righteous forces of law and ordure (eventually symbolized 

very precisely by Judge Julius Hoffman). When we tried 

to create a People’s Park in Berkeley, a place built up on 

the muddy ruins of an unused field where people could 

come and get high and listen to music and just be togeth-

er with each other out in the open, we were assaulted 

even more viciously, James Rector was murdered by an 

Alameda County Deputy Sheriff, helicopters spewed tear-

gas down on thousands of people in the streets, hundreds 

of people were arrested and brutalized at the Santa Rita 

Prison Farm before being released with all charges 

dropped. 

 When we raised our voices against Nixon’s criminal 

excursion into Cambodia last May, in an incredible sce-

nario right out of 1984 (“War is Peace”), four of our broth-

ers and sisters were shot down at Kent State University 

just for being on campus at the same time as the trigger-

happy National Guard. And this past summer, all across 

the country, wherever we tried to gather to celebrate our 

existence and our national culture with our own people 

and our own bands at rock and roll festivals, indignant 

loud-talking politicians moved to drive us back from 

“their” lands and deny us our right to assemble peaceful-

ly with each other, using the pretext, the time-tested and 

time-honored pretext that we were smoking marijuana 

and breaking the law thereby. 

 All of these events formed a continuum of growth and 
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awareness for young people, and it would be foolish to 

underestimate the role marijuana has played in this pro-

cess. Our culture is bound together with marijuana, mil-

lions of young people now smoke weed regularly, and 

thousands of these millions have been persecuted by the 

state for marijuana crimes. Those who haven’t been di-

rectly attacked by the police and the state because of 

their use of marijuana have seen what happens to their 

brothers and sisters who do get busted for weed, and we 

have been drawn closer and closer together by this re-

pression as well as by the unifying force of millions of 

shared joints of weed smoked together by all different 

types of young people. 

 Hippies and radicals, once wary of each other’s thing, 

have been united by the police who are their common en-

emy, and once the police throw them together they sit 

down with some grass and smoke up agreements and mu-

tual understandings. Marijuana and rock and roll have 

served as the agents of union above and beyond the im-

mediate unifying force of police clubs, and they have kept 

us together after the immediate threat and reality of ac-

tual physical oppression was removed. Freeks could re-

late to radicals because they were all getting high togeth-

er, and the radicals could relate to the freeks because 

they were both getting busted by the same police togeth-

er. Everyone could relate to the issue of the war, because, 

on the one hand, it was politically and morally mon-

strous, and on the other, it required our bodies to be im-

pressed into the military mold, which is the antithesis of 

the life culture on the most basic level. And those of us 

who were drafted into the imperialist armies of America 

took our weed with us, turning on more and more of our 

brothers in the service and raising the level of resistance 

to the blind drive of the military. 

 I should repeat that most of us never wanted to get 

involved in political activity at all — we were forced into it 

by the repressive actions of the state, and we started to 

learn that what we were doing, even if it was just getting 
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high and trying to have a good time, was dangerous with-

in the context of the control system of the West. We 

learned that we not only have to protect ourselves, but 

that in order to bring about the new world of our mariju-

ana visions we will have to destroy the old order com-

pletely, since it is implacably committed to exploiting and 

manipulating people in order to keep the profits flowing 

into the hands of the greedy pigs of capitalism. Eldridge 

Cleaver summed it up perfectly for me when he said, in a 

conversation with the writer Lee Lockwood, from his ref-

uge in Algeria: 

 

 “You see, I look upon this whole thing as like, the 

oppressor is wasting people’s time. To me, that’s 

what it simply boils down to, because there are oth-

er things that I would like to be doing. But you’re 

being interfered with, and you know you can’t do 

your thing, because if you don’t pay attention to 

what’s going on around you, you may be sitting un-

der a tree, you know, reading some poems and 

smoking a joint and talking to your other half, and 

some pigs will come by and drag you to the gas 

chamber or shoot you or crack your head. So you 

have to get up from beneath that tree, remembering 

that what you want to do is get back to that tree 

just as soon as you possibly can, and so like, get up 

and sober up and come down off your trip and deal 

with the pig, and then you can talk about going 

back to do your thing.” 

 

 And my own experience has been that those pigs will 

come up and bust you just for smoking that joint — that’s 

all they need to put you away. Going back to my narra-

tive of my own experience, I was busted for the third time 

in January 1967, along with 55 other people from my 

neighborhood, in a last-ditch attempt by Detroit police 

and city officials to break up our counter-community. It 

didn’t work, it just exposed the sinister machinations of 
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the power structure even further, and it was a decisive 

factor in politicizing the majority of the people in our 

community. We finally saw that we were really a threat 

to the hegemony of the established order, and that gave 

us more inspiration than anything else possibly could 

have. We launched a full-scale attack on the marijuana 

laws which is being waged even as I sit here in the peni-

tentiary, but more than that, the big marijuana bust of 

1967 shot us into a whole different stage of our develop-

ment, and prepared us for the tasks we are presently 

working on. 

 That raid, and the seriousness with which it was con-

ceived and carried out by the police and the Detroit pow-

er structure, finally made us realize that it wasn’t simply 

about marijuana any more, that we were being attacked 

because of the alternative lifestyle we offered to the 

youth of Detroit, and it just made us more determined 

than ever not only to survive, but to carry our message of 

freedom and resistance to every young brother and sister 

in the country. We saw that we were winning, that we 

were becoming so powerful as a force for change that the 

power structure was trembling and shaking in its boots, 

and that knowledge propelled us and inspired us to re-

dedicate ourselves to change, to revolution, to the eventu-

al destruction and abolition of the social order which mili-

tates so vehemently against liberation and freedom. We 

saw, as Eldridge put it, that it was time to come out from 

under our tree and deal with the pigs who were trying to 

interfere with us, to deal with them in such a way that 

they won’t be able to interfere with people any longer. 

 This same process has been happening all over the 

country and indeed throughout the western world — the 

more young people smoke marijuana, the higher they get, 

and the higher they get the less inclined they are to put 

up with the hypocrisies and the naked exploitation and 

oppression of the established order. And the more the es-

tablished state tries to repress the youth revolution, us-

ing marijuana laws and the narcotics police as one of the 
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main forces of that repression, the more determined 

young people become to abolish that state and to estab-

lish a new order which is not only responsive to their own 

needs and desires but to the needs and desires of all peo-

ple on Earth. 

 We want a social order in which people can get high 

all the time, and stay high, and develop their human po-

tential to its highest possible stage. We want a state 

which is not based on repression and control, a state 

which is not based on greed and exploitation, a state 

which serves the interests of all the people and not just 

those who make up the privileged class of “owners” and 

controllers. We want a state which will commit itself to 

the future of humanity, not the past, and which will 

bring all of its resources and powers to bear on the prob-

lems of making a smooth and peaceful transition from 

the old obsolete order to the new world of the future. And 

we know about the new order because we are already liv-

ing it, it has revealed itself to us through the medium of 

our holy marijuana visions, and we are determined to 

bring it into being, not only here in America, but 

throughout the world. 

 Marijuana is an issue of great importance in the cur-

rent social situation because it turns people on to the pos-

sibilities of new life on the planet, it breaks down ma-

chine thinking, separation, and control, it prepares peo-

ple for the new age even while they are still living inside 

the shell of the old; it serves as a unifying force for young 

people of all ages, and it promotes communal conscious-

ness while breaking down phony individualism and lack-

love. It is a political force by virtue of the opposition it 

encounters from the established state, which opposition 

heightens people’s consciousness of the contradictions 

inherent in the old order and exposes the repressive and 

piggish nature of the established state. 

 Marijuana, and the reaction it has engendered among 

the dinosaur people, dramatizes the contradictions be-

tween the old order and the new and is helping to speed 
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the transition from old-time separatist, low-energy cul-

ture to the new communal, high-energy culture of the fu-

ture. Though marijuana is a seemingly innocuous weed 

worthy of little interest or attention, the reaction by the 

established order to its widespread use reveals its revolu-

tionary nature. The millions of young people who now 

smoke marijuana regularly and openly have been taught 

through excessive repression by the state that they are 

becoming a dangerous political force, a force which will 

eventually destroy the old order completely unless it is 

checked and checked fast. The seriousness of the threat 

posed to the established order by the marijuana-smoking 

youth natives can be precisely measured by the despera-

tion of such control measures as the Operation Intercept 

conspiracy headed by Nixon and Mitchell, and the not at 

all unrelated massacre at Kent State (May 1970), which 

demonstrated that the established order will not stop 

short of shooting young white Americans down in the 

streets (as it has not hesitated to shoot down workers, 

Indians, black people, yellow people, and any other peo-

ple who have stood in its way) to protect its own piggish 

interests. 

 The Marijuana Revolution is just part of the world-

wide revolution being carried out by peoples of the Earth 

who refuse to put up any longer with the exploitation, 

greed and oppression of the Euro-Amerikan ownership-

class; in some ways it is the most important revolution 

now in progress because it is being fought by the very 

people who are supposed to perpetuate and carry on the 

exploitation and oppression of the West. Young people 

who would otherwise have passed smoothly into the 

mainstream of Euro-Amerikan life have been led (and it 

is important to understand how great a role marijuana 

has played in this process) to reject and repudiate that 

horrible life — and not only to reject it, but to commit 

themselves to abolishing it, and making sure that it will 

never rear its ugly head on this planet again.   
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Acid and the Avatar by Dale R. Gowin — published in Harvest: 
Canada’s Up-front Head Magazine, Vol. I, No. 3, 1980. “The 

massive release of LSD into millions of Western minds in the 

1960s stimulated a spiritual and cultural renaissance of 
unprecedented proportions. Alice Bailey’s Great Invocation had 

been answered.”    
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arijuana took rock and    

 roll into the future, and rock 

and roll took marijuana to the 

masses so they could climb 

into the future too, and 

nobody’s been the same since. 

The weed shaped the music and 

the music shaped the people 

who came in contact with it, 

and  the  people have 

 gone forth to 

 reshape the world 

 in the image of 

 the  freedom they 

know and love. But 

they ran into a 

problem that hadn’t 

been anticipated —— the people 

and the social order they 

wanted to change didn’t want 

to be changed, didn’t want to 

change itself, was determined 

to stay the same no matter what 

—— and this realization  

has had an incredible effect  

on the innocence of  

American youth. 
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